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Overview of this presentation
• Special thank you to:
▫
▫
▫
▫
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Traci Sawyers
Beth Shrader
Catherine Diduck
Lori Uerz
Tom Fontana
All of you for making the time today

▫ Today’s description:
 The key to a strategic plan is a mix of individually- and
environmentally-focused strategies. What mix of strategies is
best? In this webinar/workshop, we will take a closer look at
individually-focused strategies with higher effectiveness and
consider what these mean for your campuses.
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What’s new in the updated CollegeAIM?
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What changed in effectiveness?
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What used to have “too few studies to rate”
but is now rated?
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What else was deemed “ineffective”?
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What has “higher effectiveness?”
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• Normative re-education: Electronic/mailed personalized normative feedback
(PNF)—Generic/other
• Skills training, alcohol focus: Self-monitoring/self-assessment alone
• Personalized feedback intervention (PFI): eCHECKUP TO GO (formerly, e-CHUG)
• Skills training, alcohol focus: Goal/intention-setting alone
• Skills training, alcohol plus general life skills: Alcohol Skills Training Program (ASTP)
• Brief motivational intervention (BMI): In-person—Individual (e.g., BASICS)
• Personalized feedback intervention (PFI): Generic/other
• Multi-component education-focused program (MCEFP): AlcoholEdu® for College
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Prevention strategies:
Personalized Normative Feedback (PNF) and
Personalized Feedback Intervention (PFI)
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Norms Clarification
• Examines people’s perceptions about:

• Injunctive Norms:
• Attitudes
• Acceptability of behaviors

• Descriptive norms
• Perceptions about the prevalence of
substance use among peers
• Perception about the rate of substance use by
peers
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PNF (Personalized Normative Feedback)

Typically delivered web-based/online
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PFI (Personalized Feedback Intervention)

Can include PNF, and can be delivered web-based/online
But…most robust findings and largest effect sizes with in-person delivery as BMI
(more on this in a bit)
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If you are from an NCAA Division III school or a NASPA Small College:
360Proof.org
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The Alcohol Skills Training Program
(ASTP)
• A skills-training approach using
motivational interviewing techniques in
its delivery with a focus on drinking in
less dangerous and less risky ways for
those who make the choice to drink.
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The Stages of Change Model
(Prochaska & DiClemente, 1982, 1984, 1985, 1986)

Stages and Interventions
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Action
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Relapse
Prevention
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Motivational Interviewing
Basic Principles
(Miller and Rollnick, 1991, 2002)

1.

Express Empathy

2.

Develop Discrepancy

3.

Roll with Resistance

4.

Support Self-Efficacy
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Motivational Enhancement
Techniques: Group Settings
• Non-judgmental, non-confrontational
• Cast a wide net to be inclusive of audience
• Ask open-ended questions as much as possible
• Reflect when possible – this remains key
• Consider “hooks” for the group
• Elicit personally relevant reasons for change
• Let group generate protective behavioral
strategies, then fill in what they miss
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Specific Tips for Reducing the Risk of
Alcohol Use
•
•
•
•

Set limits
Eat prior to or while drinking
Keep track of how much you drink
Space your drinks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Avoid trying to “out drink” or keep up with others
Avoid or alter approach to drinking games
If you choose to drink, drink slowly
Use a designated driver
Don’t accept a drink when you don’t know what’s in it
Have a friend let you know when you’ve had enough
Avoid combining alcohol with marijuana (or other
substances)

▫ Alternate alcoholic drinks w/non-alcoholic drinks
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The Basics on BASICS
Brief Alcohol Screening and Intervention For College Students

•Assessment
•Self-Monitoring
•Feedback Sheet
•Review of Information and Skills Training
Content
(Dimeff, Baer, Kivlahan, & Marlatt, 1999)
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What does it mean to “do” BASICS?
• The “AS” is the alcohol screening
▫ Originally a separate in-person session
▫ Subsequently achieved online, but
BASICS does require a screening
• The “I” is the intervention
▫ Originally a second in-person session
guided by personalized graphic feedback
▫ Personalized graphic feedback delivered
online/in-print without interaction with
a facilitator (PFI) is not BASICS
▫ Intervention must be delivered with
fidelity (meaning adherence to MI spirit,
style, and strategies)
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Potential Barriers Specific to BASICS
Brief Alcohol Screening and Intervention For College Students

• Adjustments in feedback length/content without
evaluation
• Conflicting/confusing messages about what is
“effective”
• Best practices in training for BASICS delivery
• Staffing/practical needs leading to adjusting the
intervention
• Bringing intervention to scale
• MI adherence & issues of fidelity
• Reaching students who might slip through the cracks
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This can be done virtually, and this can be
done in two-year settings
• BASICCS (Brief Alcohol Screening and Intervention for
Community College Students)
▫ At 3-month follow-up, individuals in BASICCS (compared to
assessment only control) had lower estimated peak blood alcohol
concentration, 29% fewer drinks per week, 62% fewer episodes of
HED, and 24% fewer consequences than those in AOC

• Lee, C.M., Cadigan, J.M., Kilmer, J.R., Cronce, J.M., Suffoletto, B., Walter, T., Fleming, C., &
Lewis, M.A. (in press). Brief Alcohol Screening and Intervention for Community College
Students (BASICCS): Feasibility and Preliminary Efficacy of Web-conferencing BASICCS and
Supporting Automated Text Messages. Psychology of Addictive Behaviors.
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Which of these can be done remotely/virtually
(and/or don’t require actual live, face-to-face,
in the same room interaction)?
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ALL OF THESE!!!!!!
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An example of how a “mix of strategies” can
result in a package of programs
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Examining role of parents and peers
• Fairlie, Wood, & Laird (2012) collected
data during summer before starting
college, 10 month follow-up (spring
Family
semester of first year), and 22 month
follow-up (spring semester of second
year)
• Looked at social modeling (e.g., # of close
friends who drink heavily, perceived
friend approval of drinking
and getting
Friends
drunk) and parental permissiveness
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Heavy episodic drinking as a function of high or low
social modeling + high or low parental permissiveness
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“The results suggest that the
parent intervention delivered
before college may serve to
enhance the efficacy of
BASICS, potentially priming
students to the subsequent
BASICS message.” (Turrisi, et
al. 2009, p. 563).
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Wrapping up/Future directions
• Consider the audience/targets for and of various
prevention/intervention efforts
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

Abstainers
Returning veterans
Study abroad programs
Students in recovery
Fraternity and sorority members
Student athletes
High-risk events

• Recognize and utilize expertise within your community
• Add to the science on “what works” for impacting
alcohol use, other drug use, interpersonal violence, and
the overlap of these issues
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Science of College Drinking Prevention Has Come
a Long Way, But Our Work Is Not Done
• More research needed on…
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

Strategies with insufficient research
Best practices in training and implementation
Best packaging of approaches
Cultural adaptations
Overlap of alcohol use and other health issues
Overlap of alcohol and other substance use
Use of technology to promote change
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• Special thank you to:
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Traci Sawyers
Beth Shrader
Catherine Diduck
Lori Uerz
Tom Fontana

@cshrb_uw

Jason Kilmer – jkilmer@uw.edu
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